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ISIS turns to Anbar as it loses grip of Mosul
Ali Ammar

London

I

slamic State (ISIS) militants
have refocused their efforts
in Iraq’s western province of
Anbar as they gradually lose
ground to Iraqi forces in the
country’s northern city of Mosul.
ISIS militants killed at least ten
soldiers in the remote outpost of
Rutba on May 2 in their latest attack on security forces in the area,
officers said. “We had ten soldiers
killed and six wounded in an attack by Daesh early this morning,”
an army lieutenant-colonel told
Agence France-Presse (AFP), using
an Arabic acronym for ISIS.
Rutba is about 390km west of
Baghdad in the vast province of
Anbar and is the last sizeable town
before the border with Jordan.
Anbar is a sprawling desert province traversed by the Euphrates
River. It borders Syria, Jordan and
Saudi Arabia and has long been an
insurgent stronghold. ISIS already
controlled parts of it when it swept
through Iraq in 2014 and took over
approximately one-third of the
country.
Pro-government forces have
since retaken most towns and cities in Anbar but ISIS militants control areas near the Syrian border
and have desert hideouts from
which they harass federal forces.

Iraqi brigadiergeneral estimates
that ISIS controls
30% of Anbar
province.
Figures provided to AFP by Anbar officials indicate that at least 26
Iraqi personnel — including members of the border guard, the army
and the police — have been killed
in the area since April 23.

Military officials said ISIS was
trying to breach the defences of
Rutba, whose small size belies its
strategic importance and create
diversions to ease the pressure on
its fighters in Mosul, AFP reported.

At least 26 Iraqi
security forces were
killed by ISIS in
Rutba in recent days.
ISIS had carried out diversionary
attacks in the country, including on
Rutba, but the group is apparently
stretched too thin to fight on many
fronts. The attacks were aimed “at
opening gaps in the security set-up
around Rutba to prepare for an attempt to recapture it,” a local police colonel told AFP.
“The Daesh organisation is also
trying to ease the pressure on its
fighters in Mosul by opening other
fronts with the Iraqi security forces, especially in Anbar,” he said.
A brigadier-general in the Iraqi
Army estimated that ISIS controls
about 30% of Anbar province,
AFP said. Iraqi forces estimate the
number of ISIS members in Mosul at 200-300, mostly foreigners,
down from nearly 6,000 when the
offensive started. The total number of fighters aligned against ISIS
in Mosul exceeds 100,000.
An Iraqi commander reportedly
said he expected ISIS to be dislodged from Mosul in May despite
resistance from militants in the
densely populated Old City district.
The battle should be completed
“in a maximum of three weeks,”
the army’s chief of staff, Lieutenant-General Othman al-Ghanmi,
was quoted as saying by state-run
newspaper al-Sabah.
A Federal Police brigade commander and 18 other members of
the Interior Ministry force were
killed in attacks by ISIS on two positions at the edge of the Old City,
military sources told Reuters.

Still on alert. A member of the Iraqi Federal Police during clashes in western Mosul, on May 2.
The United Nations said up to
500,000 people remain in the area,
400,000 of whom are in the Old
City with little food, water and
medicine.
In an investigation by the Associated Press, survivors and witnesses of an American air strike that
killed more than 100 Iraqi civilians
in the western part of Mosul on
March 17 said ISIS did not boobytrap the bombed building that was
housing civilians.
Their accounts underscore how
increased use of bombardments
has made the fight for Mosul’s
western sector, which began in
mid-February, dramatically more
destructive than the battle for its
eastern half.

More than 1,590 residential
buildings have been destroyed in
western Mosul, based on analysis
of satellite imagery and information from local researchers, the
United Nations said.
Air strikes killed 1,117 people in
western Mosul in March and April
alone, said Iraq Body Count, an independent group that documents
casualties in the war, cross-checking media reports with information from hospitals, officials and
other sources.
In comparison, an estimated
1,600 civilians were killed or
wounded from all causes during
the 100-day campaign to recapture
Mosul’s less densely populated
eastern half, which began in mid-
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October and ended in mid-January.
Separately, Turkey announced
that its special forces carried out a
military operation in Iraq’s city of
Erbil to capture a man wanted by
Ankara for terrorism offenses.
“Hacı Turmak, who is the mastermind of 59 bloody attacks in
Turkey’s urban areas, was captured,” wrote the pro-government
newspaper Daily Sabah.
The move marked a new development since late April when Turkey launched air strikes against
militant bases of the Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PKK) in northern
Iraq.
Ali Ammar is an Arab Weekly
contributor (With news agencies).
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raq after ISIS” is the
catchphrase of the day in
political and media
circles. It assumes a new
phase in Iraqi history, for
which no terms have
been agreed, offering no vision or
guarantees that terrorism will not
reappear.
Before Iraq can rebuild newly
liberated provinces levelled during
the fight against the Islamic State
(ISIS), it must return inhabitants to
their neighbourhoods and establish
and safely guard the rule of law.
Iraqi Prime Minister Haider alAbadi’s government has amplified
promises of grand reconstruction
plans but, in a pattern consistent
with the past, it has under-delivered.
Najiba Najib, a member of Iraq’s
Parliamentary Investment Committee, has stated that foreign investors would assist the government
by granting loans to fund investment plans and housing projects.
The foreign firms Najib mentioned
have not been named publicly. This
lack of detail suggests that either
no plan exists or its goals are unattainable.
Iraq’s prime minister has singled
out one man for the task — Mustafa
al-Hiti, a Sunni member of parliament from Anbar province, receiving in one hand Gulf reconstruction
dollars and a friendly pat on the
shoulder from Abadi.
Before entering politics, Hiti cooperated with US forces as a Sahwa
member in 2005, fighting al-Qaeda

Iraq’s prime minister singled
out Mustafa al-Hiti for the
reconstruction task.

targets. Al-Qaeda was expunged
from Iraq’s western territories but
those who secured the victory were
betrayed. Promises by the United
States and former Iraqi Prime
Minister Nuri al-Maliki faded and
only a few were compensated with
positions in power.
Hiti, a tribal chieftain from Hit,
north-west of Ramadi, is considered the newest hope for Iraq,
recently chosen to restore areas
that no longer resemble cities. He
is in a position to satisfy the desire
of displacing Iraqis aching to return
home but he lacks the experience
needed to mend Iraq’s disintegrated north-western provinces.
A member of parliament from
Ramadi, who spoke on condition of
anonymity, said Hiti had received
initial funding of $250 million. As
of now there is no publicly accessible trail to indicate whether or how
the money has been spent.
Also, no official executive body
has been named to oversee the
reconstruction phase.
The same MP sounded the alarm
about new cycles of kidnappings
and extortion. Hiti and those employed to assist in the effort “may
either pocket the money or be targeted and forced to use reconstruction dollars to pay off ransoms,” he
said.
Despite slow moves towards
reconstruction, the politician said
he believed Iraq after ISIS would
step up the scramble for wealth
and power. The government may
well seize its moment and usher
more Sunni businessmen into the
political process to repair the image
of the disintegrating state.
New US bases will slowly come
into sight around liberated areas, as
is emerging close to Rutba, which

occupies a strategic corridor linking
Amman to Baghdad.
As long as the likelihood of terror
remains high, however, many view
back-channel discussions of Iraq
after ISIS as a trap door, behind
which they will plead innocent
when blamed for the rise of a new
terrorist outfit.
Other than ingrained corruption, the twin obstacles of militia-

Mosul’s
political
and
religious
fabric
cannot be
repaired.

Mission impossible? An Iraqi worker removes
rubble at a destroyed building in eastern
Mosul, on April 21.
(Reuters)

men, united under the Popular
Mobilisation Forces umbrella, and
the status of territories seized by
Kurdish forces may eclipse hopes
for rebuilding provinces.
Many militias view themselves
as the custodians of the Iraqi state,
as liberators. Despite their having
wrested control from terrorists,
most feared is the type of power
they will exercise while policing
cities. The greatest fear, with less
than a year until Iraq’s presidential elections, is the political seats
many believe will be granted to
gun-wielding militias.
“Abadi has been quiet this far,”
said Ahmad al-Mahmoud from
the Iraqi opposition group Foreign Relations Bureau of Iraq. “He
just wants to survive the election
phase, to step down from his position as the head of state.”
Mahmoud spoke of multiple
wars occurring under the roof of
one country. “It’s difficult to guarantee the end, which war exactly?
The nation is fighting multiple and
at times parallel battles. Islamic
State is part and not the entire
problem,” Mahmoud said in an
interview.
Until the establishment can cure
itself of these problems, Mosul’s
political and religious fabric cannot
be repaired, new schools cannot
emerge nor can the feeling of safety. Those languishing in crumbling
encampments on the outskirts of
Mosul and elsewhere are unsure if
anything will be different this time
around.
Nazli Tarzi is an independent
journalist, whose writings and
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